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If you want to become wealthy but feel lost and confused by traditional
financial advisors, America’s Wealth Mentor™ Linda P. Jones’ innovative approach to financial wealth and security is for you. Linda teaches
how to achieve your financial dreams in a way you’ve never thought
possible by literally transforming the way you think and learn about
building wealth.
Without focusing on boring numbers, budgets, or spreadsheets, Linda
makes finance fun and relatable by sharing stories from her own experiences becoming a self-made multi-millionaire. She shows people
how to build wealth the right way, in a way that Wall Street and
traditional financial advisors don’t teach. She believes that the Twin
Pillars of Wealth Building are the shortest and most direct paths to
financial success - following the billionaire model of investing and
creating a luxury brand business.
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Tragedy in Linda’s personal life inspired her to share her hard won
wealth-building knowledge on a large scale. After suddenly losing her
husband to a brain aneurism when she was just 45, Linda felt
enormously grateful that she was financially safe and secure and had
the knowledge to deal with important financial decisions. It was then
that she had a new vision - to empower women all over the world in
finding the same peace and security she’d experienced - and The
Global Institute of Wealth for Women™ was born.
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• How to Create Your Luxury Brand Business™

• Why Budgets May Be Hazardous to Your Wealth™

• How to End Financial Strife with your Partner and
Grow Wealthy Together
• Live a Wealthy Life without Budgets, Boredom, or Bosses™
• Investment Secrets of Billionaires That You Won’t Hear About
From Your Advisor™

CONNECT
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support@lindapjones.com
www.lindapjones.com

“Linda teaches you how to make the money you’ve
created work harder and smarter for you and shows you
how to build true wealth. If you’re tired of working so
hard and trading time for money, Linda’s wealth
building solution is the next step!”

Lisa Sasevich | TheInvisibleClose.com
“If you’re looking for someone to coach you on a path to
wealth and financial freedom, then listen to my friend
Linda P. Jones. What makes her unique from others
talking about wealth, is she actually has a financial
background. As someone who also comes from a
financial consultant background, I know that makes all
the difference in the world when choosing who to be
coached by. Linda doesn’t just talk about wealth
creation, she has lived it!"

James Malinchak | as featured on the ABC TV
show, “Secret Millionaire,” Co-Author of Chicken Soup for
the College Soul and Founder of BigMoneySpeaker.com
“Before working with Linda, I felt very confused and
overwhelmed about the world of investing. I was very
interested in starting a retirement account and getting
my money working. Since working with Linda I feel so
much more empowered and confident and secure in my
money. I feel a lot more solid in my own wealth mindset
which has me confident that money is always going to
be flowing to me. I've also created a very strong
investment portfolio. Over the last 6 months of working
with Linda I've seen my net worth triple!”

Vrinda Normand | IrresistibleWriting.com
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